
Practice Planning
Universal Principles
Remember back when we talked about the absolute importance of working diligently to make your players better? Well 
the majority of that process, some say as much as 90%, should take place during practice sessions, regardless of 
whether or not those practices involve individuals, small groups, or teams.

But what makes up an effective practice?

I guess it all depends on who you believe!

For example, when Dave Odom was at Wake Forest he put his post players in one group and his perimeter players in 
another and did skill work for 10 minutes a day, while Thad Motta’s Ohio State teams spend 45 minutes every practice 
doing skill work.

Hall of Famer John Wooden (UCLA), who has won more NCAA Championships than any other coach wanted his practices 
to end on a positive note with something that his players thought was fun. Hall of Famer Dean Smith (North Carolina), 
who until recently won more games than any other coach liked his team to run sprints at the end of practice because he 
was convinced that it made his players physically and mentally tougher.

Both John Wooden and LSU’s Dale Brown insisted that practice plans be planned out and then followed to the exact 
minute, but Duke’s Coach K and UCONN’s women’s coach Geno Auriemma are adamant that you should never be a slave 
to your practice plan.

I have attended clinics and heard famous coaches say that teams should do more whole (5 on 5) work early and more 
part (individual and/or break down) work later. And I have heard equally as famous coaches say the exact and complete 
opposite!

I could go on and on with similar examples so is it any wonder that practice planning is one of the most debated, 
controversial, confusing – and yet important – tasks that a coach faces?

After years and years of attending clinics, watching video, reading coaching books, talking with other successful coaches 
and coaching my own teams, I’ve whittled down hundreds of practice ideas and suggestions into a short list of universal 
practice principles.

In future modules we’ll get into all the nitty gritty details of designing championship practices but here are the five 
governing principles that should influence, and even dictate, all that you should do in practice.

Universal Practice Principle #1: Make Practice Player Centered

Unfortunately many practices are often more coach centered than player centered or even improvement centered. Some 
coaches use their allotted practice time to try and impress their players (and any parents or visitors in attendance) with 
their own knowledge of the game. Others fill the time with drills that they themselves like without giving any thought as 
to whether or not the drill is actually helping their current players get better. 

The major emphasis of a player centered practice is skill development. Your players will be extremely loyal to you if they 
feel you have their best interest at heart and the best way to show them that you do is to diligently help them improve 
their game. It’s easy to just roll the balls out and let them play but skill development takes time, teaching, repetition, and 
attention to detail. When you invest these things in your players their skills will improve, their bond with you as their 
coach will improve, and your team will improve.

Use practice to allow each of your players to learn all of the skills necessary to play every position regardless of their 
height, weight, body type, etc. especially if you are coaching younger players. All too often I see and hear of players who, 
because they were tall for  their age, were planted right down on the block and essentially never allowed to leave A few 
years later the player is the same size but the game has passed him by because he is unable to handle the ball, shoot
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the three, or guard the perimeter. Basketball is such a great game and teaches such great, transferable life skills that you 
should make it your mission to help your kids play as long as possible and the best way to do that is to let them grow in 
all aspects of the game.

Sometimes it’s hard to keep the focus on skill development because you want to win games and it’s really tempting to 
spend all your time working on team offense or defense. But when you start to have second thoughts just keep asking 
yourself, “Would I rather have an average player running a great play or a great player(s) running an average play?”

All else being equal, the team with the best players usually wins and so making your practices player centered is 
definitely a win-win situation for everyone.

Universal Practice Principle #2: Work from an Organized Plan

One of the biggest mistakes that a coach can make is to “wing it” when it comes to practice. In the second part of this 
article we’ll discuss in depth on how to map out your entire season so you’ll always be prepared on a daily, weekly, and 
seasonal basis.

Universal Practice Principle #3: Be a Teacher First

In my opinion there are two very different, but major, components of being a successful basketball coach. (There’s s third 
component for college coaches, but we’ll get to that at a later time.)

The first component is “coaching” – the myriad of game day decisions and adjustments that need to be executed in 
order to manage the actual details and outcome of the game.

Who starts? How big is the playing rotation? Changing defenses, managing the clock, exploiting mismatches, calling out 
quick hitters, etc. etc. are all integral parts of coaching. Mention the word “coaching” and this is what the average lay 
person immediately thinks about because that is what he/she sees on TV or in the gym or arena on game night.

The second component is “teaching” which the dictionary defines as imparting information, knowledge, and skill. 
However, common sense tells me that should only be half of the definition. Anyone can spew out facts, figures, and 
information – that is called speaking. In the world of education, and certainly in the world of coaching basketball, it 
should only be called learning when there is actual learning involved!

Take a moment and think back on the best teacher you’ve ever had whether it’s in the field of academics, music, trade 
skills or whatever. Was he the smartest, the brightest, the most knowledgeable, the most articulate teacher you ever 
encountered? Chances are the best teacher you’ve ever had is the one who demonstrated and explained things so you 
could completely understand them. He was the one who often guided, but sometimes pushed, you through thick and 
thin, good days and bad days, until you finally “got it.”

Coach like crazy during games but be a teacher first during practice. The gym is your classroom. Practice is you class 
time. Make it a personal goal not only to be a great coach but to be the best teacher your athletes have ever had!

(For teaching ideas and strategies see the article “Basketball and the Laws of Learning” in Module #3)

Universal Practice Principle #4: Make Everything Competitive and Gamelike

One of the most important life skills that we can teach our athletes is how to be competitive because they will need to 
compete for grades, for scholarships (both athletic and academic), for jobs, for promotions, and for many more things 
over the course of their lifetimes.

(See the article “They Keep Score for a Reason” in this module)

If this life skill is so important then why not teach and reinforce it every single day in our practices? This can be done by 
simply keeping score in every drill and activity that you do in practice and then sharing/posting the results. It may take a 
little creativity depending on the age group you are coaching but it can certainly be done. Shooting drills are easy to turn 
into competitions. Ball handling drills can be timed or turned into relays. Simple stats can be kept in several categories 
during practice and the winners rewarded.
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The top D1 programs in the country are all running competition based practices and not just the basketball programs. 
Anson Dorrance, the women’s soccer coach at the University of North Carolina and winner of nearly two dozen NCAA 
Championships, has built his entire program based on what he calls the “competitive cauldron.” Dorrance says, “What 
happens in competitive practices is that you are continually tossed into the arena like a gladiator. You become hardened 
and it creates an extraordinary will and confidence and the capacity to excel mentally and physically.”

While infusing a competitive attitude into your practices, make sure everything you do is game like. Former Princeton 
coaching legend Pete Carrill may have put it best when he said, “If it doesn’t happen in a game then it shouldn’t happen 
in practice.”

Part of making practices gamelike is demanding that your team execute all drills, skills, activities, and competitions at 
game speed. It’s completely expected that execution will be a little slower as new things are being introduced and taught 
but the goal has to be eventually getting everything up to game speed.

Another secret of gamelike practices is to simply break down your own offenses and defenses down into small drillable 
segments. For example, where are the shots going to come from when you run your offense? Then break it down into a 
two or three person drill and work on it. Where are the entry passes most like to come from? Then make up a drill where 
your players can get lots of reps from the exact same spots! Keep track of who makes the most shots or who completes 
the most passes and your practices will be both gamelike and competitive!

Universal Practice Principle #5: Accept Nothing Less Than the Best Efforts from Yourself, Your Staff and Your 
Players.

This last universal principle of championship practices may be the most important! You can work from a master plan, 
teach important individual and team skills, and organize a competitive and game like practice but none of it will really 
matter if everyone in your program doesn’t constantly give their very best effort.

No matter what age group you are coaching, you need to raise everyone’s level of expectation as far as effort and work 
ethic is concerned. And by everyone I mean the coaching staff as well. If you don’t work hard and do your very best, then 
your players will not give their best efforts either. You can’t fool players!

Here’s another great practice secret: Players love coaches who sweat with them!

Jump in line during some of the drills (and not just the fun ones either!). Get to practice a little early or stay a little later 
and challenge a couple players to a shooting contest. If you happen to be short a player that day, then play on one of the 
teams when you scrimmage. Whatever you do, work up a sweat and let your players see that you’re willing to work to 
help everyone get better. You’ll bond quicker and you’ll have their respect and admiration because even though you’re 
still the coach you’ll be seen as “one of them.”

In Part 2 of this series we’re going to talk about how you should “Begin with the End in Mind,” by working from a well 
organized, written, master plan and we’ll give you some forms and checklists that you can use right away.
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Practice Planning
Working from a Master Plan
To be a highly effective person, author Steven Covey teaches that you should “begin with the end in mind,” and that 
same advice certainly applies to organizing your master practice plan. To do so you must determine what you want your 
team to “look like” at the end of the season. Is your major goal to win your league championship? Or are you mainly 
trying to prepare your players to move up a level – from grade school to junior high or from JV to Varsity? Or are you 
coaching a club team and primarily want to help your players improve individually over the summer while providing them 
with a great basketball experience? Once you know how you want your team’s season to end, then you’ll know which 
direction to take in terms of outlining your master plan. However, if you don’t know where you are going, then it doesn’t 
really matter how you get there!

NOTE TO CLUB COACHES: The beginning of this article deals primarily with putting together a master practice plan for 
school teams. Because of that, the next four paragraphs may not apply directly to your situation. However, you should 
find everything after that very applicable.

Divide the Season into Segments

The first thing I do in constructing a season master plan is to divide the season into four segments. Segment #1 consists 
of our preseason conditioning, practices and scrimmages. Segment #2 starts at our first game and lasts until the start of 
league play. Segment #3 is the first round of league play and Segment #4 is the second round of league play and the 
playoffs.

The second thing I do is to look and see when and where we play the two teams in our league that we absolutely have to 
beat in order to win our league championship. Playing either of them early in the first round of league play will help 
dictate our preparation.

Then I look at each of the four segments and take note of who we are playing or could possibly play since we compete in 
several tournaments. I take that list of teams and try to determine how many are pressing teams. How many play 
primarily zone defense? How many run a specific offense that we need work on defending? (Last year we played seven 
teams in the pre-season that ran the Dribble Drive Motion.)

Once I have an idea of who we are playing when, then I have a tentative deadline for when we will need certain offenses, 
defenses, press breakers, etc. installed.

Weekly Plan

Armed with all this information I make a week by week chart that leads up to our first game. After filling in the dates on 
the chart I refer back to our master outline (see example below) that lists all the fundamental skills, drills, offenses, 
defenses, quick hitters, out of bounds plays, time & score strategies, etc. that we have at our disposal and start plugging 
things into the chart, being careful not to put in too much too soon. Remember, it’s always better to execute a few things 
extremely well than a multitude of things poorly!

Then I look for possible gaps in our game schedule where I can continue to teach new skills, add new drills, and 
implement new offenses and/or defenses if necessary. These additions, if chosen correctly, seem to inject a new 
enthusiasm into practice and will contribute to your team continuing to improve over the course of the season, which is 
critical if you are trying to win a championship of any kind.
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Example of Seasonal Master Plan

Below is a copy of a season master plan that I used two years ago. We ended up NOT using all the zone defenses or all 
the presses but used everything else at some point in the season. Notice that the plan contains some organizational and 
administrative things as well as what to cover on the court.

1. Administrative

 a. Physical Forms

 b. Team (players & coaches)  Phone/Address List

 c. Individual Goal Sheets

 d. FERPA release form

 e. Ankle Braces

 f. Uniforms & Sweats Check Out/In Form

2. Man Offenses

 a. 5 Out Motion

 b. Post Up

 c. Power

 d. Double Pick

3. Set Plays / Quick Hitters

 a. Big

 b. Small

 c. Drag, Dribble Drag, Wrap, 

 d. Bits

4. Zone Offense

 a.  VS 2-3, 2-1-2

  i. Piggy Back

  ii. UCONN

 b. VS 1-2-2, 1-3-1

  i. Gunner

  ii. 2-1-2

5. Offensive Drills

 a. Circle Layups (entry pass)

 b. DHO (dribble hand off)

 c. PNR (pick and roll)

 d. Pinch Post Options

 e. Cross Court Pass & Shoot

 f. Drive the Cones

 g. Mirror

 h. 4 on 0  Passing Game Shots

6. Defensive Drills

 a. Overplay Wings 1 on 1

 b. Front the Post

 c. Chest Up Cutters

 d. Jump to Pass and Force Behind

 e. Weakside Closeouts

 f. Defend Baseline Screens

 g. Switch

 h. 4 on 4 PNR

  i. Hedge

  ii. Trap

  iii. Jam

7. Rebounding Drills

a. 2 on 2 Attack

b. 3 on 3 Triangle

c. 4 0n 4 Screen
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Since most of us face some kind of time constraints in terms of practice and preparation time, it’s very important to give 
this part of the plan a great deal of thought. Just how much you can effectively teach each week depends on many 
factors such as the number of players on your team, facilities available, and the skill and experience level of your players. 
If you have returning players who have played for you before, the task will be much easier.

Most of the drills and fundamentals skills are scheduled in terms of importance to that particular team. For example, if I 
have a team loaded with guards but short on rebounders, I will start working on screening out and rebounding from the 
very first day and include those drills in the weekly plan every week. On the other hand, if I have a team full of post 
players but short on guards, I am going to immediately begin working on handling the ball under pressure. This is where 
it’s important to have a thorough understanding of your team and the areas in which it needs the most work and 
improvement so you can prioritize what needs to be emphasized first.

Deciding what you are going to run on offense is a big part of putting together a master plan because it will most likely 
influence your decision on what drills to run and what individual skills you will want to help your players develop.(See 
“Choosing an Offense” in this module.

8. Transition

 a.  Get Back (defense)

 b.  Fast Break Drill

 c.  Cycles

 d.  Full Court Bust Out & Lob

 e. Jumpshot/Layup/Jumpshot

 f. 3 Lines Long Pass

 g.  2 Lines Long Pass

 h.  2 Minute Layups

9.  Zone Defenses

 a. 2-3

 b.  1-2-2

 c.  Checker

10. Presses

 a.  2-2-1, 2-1-2

 b. 1-2-1-2

 c.  Run and Jump

11. Out of Bounds

 a. Baseline – offense

  i. Open

  ii. Closed

  iii. 4

  iv. Stack

 b. Baseline – defense

  i. Man or Zone

   1. Trap inbound passer

 c. Sideline – frontcourt

12. Clock Situations

 a. 2:00 Minute Games

 b. Last second plays

  i. Full, ¾ court, ½ court

 c. How to foul

 d. How to miss free throw
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Multiple Offenses?

I have always thought that it’s a good idea to have at least two different offenses for a couple of reasons. Unless you are 
a college coach that can recruit players to fit your particular system, the skill sets of your players are going to change 
from year to year, even if only slightly. Plus, personal experience has taught me that teams seem to take on a collective 
personality of their own. For example, I have gone into seasons convinced that we had the individual skills to play a 
certain way such as just planting ourselves on the low block and pounding the ball inside. But once we saw everybody 
on the court at the same time we realized that we were far better off taking a different approach.

If you are considering using multiple offenses, think about choosing one “inside” oriented offense and one “outside” 
oriented offense. Then if your team is in a game and can’t make a certain type of shot you will have the option of doing 
something different instead of switching to an offense that is going to get you similar shots to the ones you can’t make!

Here’s another thing to consider if you are currently coaching a school team. Former BYU coach Roger Reid used to pick 
an auxiliary offense and practice it twice a week for 10 minutes but never used it until they played University of Utah, 
knowing that Utah would have his team well scouted before they played. Then he picked another offense and practiced it 
during the first round of league play so he could give second round opponents and unexpected look. If you choose to do 
something like that then make sure it is written into your master plan so you will set aside enough time to pull it off.

Now above all else, always remember that your season and weekly plans are just that – plans. They are to serve as a 
road map to help guide you through the season and are in no way set in stone.  As you progress through the season it’s 
very likely that you are going to come across a skill, drill, quick hitter, or new strategy that will help your team but is not 
in the master plan. By all means add it to the plan, even if it means removing something else!

Daily Practice Plans

Now that you have an outline of everything you might need to teach during the season and have decided which week it 
will be taught to your team, it’s time to start putting together a daily practice plan. It’s going to require a lot of thought 
and a little work, but an organized and effective daily practice plan is the life blood of any great team.

Because of that fact and because no two teams are exactly alike, I’m not a big fan of those websites that sell pre-made 
daily practice plans. How can someone who has never seen my team know exactly what I should emphasize every day in 
practice? Being able to adjust your practices and workouts to fit the needs of your team is one of those “tricks of the 
trade” that will help your players and team improve and ultimately help you win more games.

In Practice Planning Part #3 we’ll talk about all the important details that need to be considered and included in your 
daily practice plans.
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Practice Planning Part
The Daily Practice Plan
In Part I we discussed the universal principles of practice planning and in Part II we looked at working from master plans. 
Now in Part III we are going to dive into actually putting together a workable, daily practice plan. 

Here are some questions we hope to answer:

1. How long should we practice?

2. What should we practice?

3. How long should we work on each area?

4. What is the best way to teach?

How Long Should We Practice?

As much as you can! 

I don’t know how the tradition actually got started but two hours seems to be the universal rule of thumb for practice 
time. That might seem like a lot of time, but it really isn’t when you sit down and try to squeeze in everything you want to 
cover, especially early in the season when you are preparing your team for your first games.

Because of the widely accepted two hour time limit there seems to be a negative stigma attached to longer practices. So 
much so that I know of several (maybe dozens) of university coaches who are adamant that they only practice for two 
hours a day – but that doesn’t include their pre/post practice skill work or conditioning.

The truth of the matter is that basketball is largely a skill dominated activity, much like playing a musical instrument. And 
like all other skill activities the more repetitions (practice) the quicker and more permanent the improvement.

What Should We Practice?

In my mind there are 11 main areas that show up in games that you can choose to include in your practices:

• Half court offense

• Transition offense (fast break, sideline break, secondary break)

• Half court man to man defense

• Half court zone defense

• Full court pressure defense

• Conditioning

• Rebounding

• Special situations (free throws, out of bounds, junk defenses, quick hitter etc.)

• End of game (stall, come back, trick plays, managing clock, fouls)

• Individual skill development

• Scrimmaging

Unfortunately, the stark reality is that your team can’t be great at everything and those that try usually aren’t great at 
anything!
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Grab a piece of paper and rank each of the 11 items above in the order of their importance to you. The #1 item on your 
list should be that one area that you want to be the “identity” of your team. #2 is the second most important and so on. 
For example, with Michigan State it’s rebounding and special situations. North Carolina is famous for their fast break. 
Syracuse’s identity is their 2-3 zone. Kansas, Kentucky, and the Lakers are all known for their half court offense.

Each of these teams, and many, many others, are identified by something that they have excelled at, something they 
have mastered. You need to strive for the same thing!

Now I would suggest that you take the top three rankings on your list and build your practice plans around them. 
Emphasize them to the point where if I attended a few of your practices I would know without a doubt what is important 
to you. Then fill in with the other areas on the list by alternating a few of them every practice. This way the most 
important points of emphasis will get the most work while the others will still get an adequate amount of practice time.

How Long Should We Work On Each Area?

In the bonus section of Module #1 we’ve included several practice plans that Coach Tim Floyd used when he was 
coaching at Iowa State. If you looked at them you may have noticed that each drill and activity was timed down to the 
minute, which is an extremely popular method of conducting practice by coaches at nearly all levels. But what happens if 
you don’t have the resources to time your practices like that?

One method that seems to be very effective is to divide your practices into blocks of time. For example, a two hour 
practice has six 20 minute blocks in it. Using this tentative schedule you could choose six areas off of your rankings list 
and work on each of them for 20 minutes each. You could work on your top three areas during the first hour of every 
practice and then use the second hour to systematically cover everything else.

In each of those 20 minute blocks you can select somewhere from 2-5 drills depending on the age group you are 
working with and the simplicity or complexity of the drill. If you are worried about your players staying focused then you 
can always split the blocks and move them around. You’ll still be spending 20 minutes on an area such as half court 
defense, but can spend 10 minutes during one segment of practice and 10 minutes in another.

Here’s a sample 2 hour practice with five 20 minute blocks and two 10 minute blocks. 

Individual skill development (15 minutes)

Fast break drill / warm up (5 minutes)

Man to man defense (20 minutes)

Run (5 minutes)

Rebounding (20 minutes)

Fast Break Cycles (10 minutes)

Shooting – Game shots at game speed (10 minutes)

Team offense (20 minutes)

Run (5 minutes)

Special Situations (10 minutes)

Free throws (5 minutes)

Individual skill development + free throws = 20 minutes.  Fast break drill + run + fast break cycles + run = 20 
minutes. Special situations + Game shots = 20 minutes. Team offense, rebounding, and man to man defense all 
used the entire 20 minute block.

Using time blocks this way will keep practice moving at a good pace without forcing everyone to be a slave to the clock, 
especially if you don’t have the resources to time everything down to the minute.
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• What would I do if I had another 30 minutes?  I would add it to the time spent on individual skill development, but 
that has always been one of our major areas of emphasis.

• What about scrimmaging?  Our team offense segment can be practiced in the full court as well as the half court. 
(See Scrimmage like the Spurs in this module’s Bonus Section) so it’s possible to accomplish two things at once. 
You’ll also notice that the sample has a 20 minute block devoted to running and fast break and a 10 minute block 
for Special Situations . . . with a little organization and creativity it’s very easy to work on all those areas at the 
same time. When it comes to scrimmaging remember that it can be used as an effective teaching tool and also as 
a method of conditioning but it’s real value comes in helping the coach assess his team’s readiness to compete in 
a game. There needs to be a reason and a purpose behind your decision to scrimmage or it may not be as 
beneficial as some other drills.

• What about water breaks? A timeout is approximately 60 seconds long so we take three or four water “timeouts” 
over the course of practice. This is also a good way to assess to your team’s physical conditioning by noticing their 
“recovery time.” Early in the season you will have to call them back out on to the floor after 60 seconds because 
they will still be tired. But as their conditioning improves you’ll find that they’ll be rested and ready to go after a 
much shorter time.

What is the Best Way to Teach?

Without a doubt, the most important factor in determining the success and effectiveness of your practices is your 
teaching methodology – how are you going to teach your players to maximize their learning and to speed up their 
improvement?

You can have the world’s greatest master plan; you can religiously adhere to the universal principles of practice and you 
can have highly organized daily practice plans, but NONE of it will matter if you don’t teach effectively!

The best way to teach your basketball team is exactly the same best way to teach nearly everything and that is by 
following the “5 Laws of Learning.”

1. Tell Them

2. Show Them

3. Have Them Show You

4. Correct the Demonstration

5. Repetition, Repetition, Repetition

Stated a different way, if your athletes just hear (you) they’ll forget. If they see they’ll remember. But if they do they’ll 
understand. And the more they do, the more they will understand!

The first three laws are fairly easy to follow once you have the appropriate expertise but the decisions you make 
regarding Law 4 and Law 5 will eventually determine much of your success or failure.

When it comes time to correct your athlete’s performances, whether it is in practice or games, how are you going to do 
it? Are you going to use their mistakes as teaching tools or as opportunities to rip on them? 

Are you going to praise? To encourage? Will you be harsh and critical? Or are you going to be silent? The realistic answer 
is probably “all of the above” because you are dealing with real people who all have different personalities, different 
levels of motivation, different experience levels, and different “hot buttons.” Your tone of voice, timing and your nonverbal 
communication will all effect how your instructions and corrections are received. However, there are three things that 
you can do to insure that your corrections are effective.

• Be Yourself – You have to teach within your personality. Play to your strengths.
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• Be Direct and to the Point  - Be honest. Don’t criticize when the situation calls for praise or encouragement. 
Teach in headlines not paragraphs!

• Develop strong relationships with your players – the stronger the relationship, the less likely the player will take 
your correction personally and if it’s not considered personal then it’s more likely to be accepted and implemented. 
Just like your own kids, you can hold your players to much higher levels of expectations as long as they are 
absolutely convinced that you care about them. 

Applying the fifth Law of Learning (Repetition, Repetition, Repetition) can easily be the most challenging at times because 
it requires you to answer the question, “How much is enough?” Some experts have said that it can take as many as 
10,000 repetitions to master a single skill. If that’s even close to being true then one of the biggest decisions you have to 
make as a coach is how are you going to structure practice so that your players get enough repetitions to improve their 
game.

This is also why many basketball purists have serious concerns that basketball is being overplayed and under practiced. 
For example, kids are playing in upwards of 50 games a summer with relatively little individual practice time. If the 
average player gets 10 shots a game (That would equal 100 shots in a game if you have 10 players and that many shots 
is highly unlikely!) then he is going to get 500 shots over the course of the summer. A serious shooter working with a 
rebounder can get 500 shots in a single day! 500 shots multiplied by 50 “game days” equals 25,000 shots (repetitions). 
Which player’s shooting is going to improve the quickest? The same holds true with any other individual skill.

Remembering that a team can’t be great at everything, it is up to you as a coach to recognize what your team can be 
great at and make those areas definite points of emphasis.

Whole - Part – Whole

The whole-part-whole teaching model has been around for decades and is used by championship coaches (and 
teachers) at all levels. The model requires that a subject is demonstrated first in its entirety so that the students can 
grasp the “big picture.” Then the subject is broken down into several smaller, more easily learnable parts. Once the parts 
are learned and mastered they can then be put together to once again form the whole.

Let’s use a basic pass & screen away type of motion offense as an example. The coach would first discuss the offense 
and explain what it’s supposed to “look like” when run correctly. Then the team could be shown a short video clip of the 
offense being run. Once they had a general idea of what to do the coach would then take his team on to the court, give 
them the basic rules and guidelines of the offense, and then let the players run it themselves.

Then in subsequent practices the coach would break down the offense into separate and distinct parts such as setting 
screens, reading screens, back cutting, executing a curl or flare, give & go, shooting off screens, etc. etc. and drilling on 
each one of them. Eventually the pieces would then be put back together and the team would have an effective motion 
offense.

Mike Dunlap, who has coached at Metro State, Arizona, Oregon, and is currently an assistant at St. John’s has gone on 
record to say that he feels that there is as much as 30% more retention when working with the whole and that more 
whole work should be done early in the season to help a team get “game ready.” Then as the season progresses a team 
can concentrate more on the parts and attempt to master all the little details that can separate the average from the 
great.

Don’t underestimate the use of video in situations like this. I like to film the team on the first day of running something 
new and then film them again a few weeks later. The players and sometimes the coaches and/or parents don’t realize 
how much improvement is being made on a daily basis. Watching “before and after” video is a great way to prove that 
learning is taking place and give your team an extra boost of confidence.
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